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Abstract :  Cloud computing is an active model for providing a reliable and flexible infrastructure that enables users (data owners) to store 

their data and enable data consumers (users) to access data from cloud servers. This model reduces the cost of storage and maintenance to the 

data owner. At the same time, the data owner loses actual control and possession of data that lead to many security risks. Therefore, it is 

necessary to verify the service to verify the integrity of the data in the cloud. This problem has become a challenge because data ownership 

needs to be verified while maintaining privacy. To address these issues, this work proposes a safe and effective privacy that preserves the 

possession of conservation data (SEPDP). Furthermore, we are expanding SEPDP to support many owners' data dynamics and batch 

verification. The most attractive feature of this scheme is that the auditor can verify that the data with low arithmetic is owned. 

 

Index Terms :  Integrity verification, Storage-as-a-Service, Privacy preserving, Dynamic Auditing, Batch Auditing. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

 Storage has emerged as a service as a commercial alternative To store local data due to its characteristics include less initial infrastructure 

preparation, relief from maintenance overhead and universal access to data regardless of location and device. Although it offers many 

benefits like cost savings, ease of access, ease of use, synchronization and sharing, so it raises many security threats because the data is under 

control From the cloud service provider (CSP). CSP can be ignored Data is rarely accessed to save space and earn more, or can lie about data 

loss and data corruption, as because software / hardware fails to protect its reputation.  Therefore, it is necessary to verify ownership of the 

data Cloud Storage. 

                             Traditional encryption solutions for integrity testing Data, either you need a local copy of the data (that is You do not have 

data users (DUs) or allow the DUs To download the entire data. No of these solutions It seems practical early requires one additional storage 

and Alternative later increases the cost of transferring files. To address this issue, several schemes including  are The proposal uses unlimited 

verification to verify Integrity without downloading the entire data. One of the attractive features of this business is to allow  the audience 

check to verify. With general reviewability, DUs can resort the task of auditing a third party auditor (TPA). She has Experience and abilities 

to impress both CSP and DU . These schemes use data acquisition to be proven (PDP) technique, which gives potential data acquisition 

Ensure by random verification of a few blocks to ensure it Owning data in cloud storage is not trusted. 

 Recently, several schemes were proposed to be allowed TPA to verify the integrity of the data stored on the unreliable cloud. These schemes 

have their own pros and cons. Maintaining privacy is essential to prevent TPA from being inferred data using the cloud server response 

during review.  However, the plans proposed do not achieve Privacy preservation requirement. Despite the dynamic data an important 

feature to facilitate data owners to enter, Modify, and delete a certain block of data, without change the meta data of other blocks, and 

suggested techniques   does not meet the data dynamic requirements. In the meantime, schemes such as have not been achieved batch audit 

requirements that ensure that TPA should be able to handle multiple numbers of concurrent verification requests from different DU s. This is 

The property is to save account costs and communications between CSP and TPA. Unfortunately, the charts  and use of conjugated 

encryption Processes are an intensive calculation and need more time. 

 In this work, we suggest a safe and effective privacy Maintain the Conservation Data Acquisition Plan (SEPDP) Cloud storage. Operates in 

three stages, the key Generation and signature generation and phase review bone The attractive feature of SEPDP is that it does not use any 

Compute account like the existing pairing operation. in addition to, We extend SEPDP to support multiple data owners, batch Auditing, and 

dynamic data operations. Probabilistic Analysis Detects the integrity of the blocks stored in the CSP. We Evaluate the performance of the 

proposed scheme Compared with some of the current popular mechanisms. Note that the total time to check done TPA in the proposed 

schema is less than existing Charts. This means that SEPDP is effective and appropriate to perform verification on low-power devices. 

    The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the overview of relevant business in this area. The system model 

and design objectives are displayed in Section 3. The proposed outline is discussed in Section 4. Annex from SEPDP to support multiple 

DOs, batch checking and data dynamic requirements are described in sections 5, 6 and 7 respectively. The security analysis of the proposed 

SEPDP is   implemented in Section 8. SEPDP is evaluated in terms of performance in Section 9. Concluding remarks are made in Section 10. 
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2.  RELATED WORK 

  

Remote data integrity authentication protocols can be broadly categorized To two types. The inevitable guarantee on the basis of such as ,  

verify the data thus requiring a great deal of storage and an account. An alternative type of charts is called provable including data 

acquisition (PDP) ,  probability use Check the method, which is a few blocks at random Choose to detect manipulation. The PDP is entered 

in  which use random samples of a few blocks to check integrity. Shacham et al. Two different safety design verification mechanisms. One 

uses a semi-random function (PRF) that failed to provide general validation, while another one uses signatures Boneh-lynn-shacham (BLS) . 

Both programs support verification without restrictions, but fail to do so Provide data privacy DO. Check without restriction requires a linear 

combination of blocks of samples that give Guide to TPA to extract data . To maintain privacy from the data owner support unlimited 

verification, Wang And others. A general audit plan was proposed and extended this is to support another batch payment. 

 As a result, TPA can simultaneously execute multiple checks from Different DU s. However, all these schemes fail to support data 

dynamics. In addition, as data signatures Blocks containing the index of the corresponding blocks, If a single block (inserted / modified / 

deleted) was updated, and Check the corresponding meta data (signature) of all others Blocks need to be updated.  In this paper it uses a hash 

index (IHT) table to support data dynamics in A general audit mechanism that reduces the cost of the update. Unfortunately, this schema 

fails to support batch auditing Property. Later, Wang et al. extended the former technology to support data dynamics. Yang et al. proposed an 

effective and safe dynamic audit protocol achieves all the essential features of a public audit. Also Consume less cost for account and 

communications. A certified public audit system to verify data integrity in the cloud, Wang and others suggest it. although this schema does 

not require a certificate to generate the key, so failed to achieve privacy, data dynamics, and batch auditing Characteristics. However  based 

on pairing-based encryption, Which requires more the cost of verification at the review stage. 

 

3.  SYSTEM MODEL AND DESIGN GOALS 

 

3.1 SYSTEM MODEL: A typical model for cloud data storage for public scrutiny depicted in Figure 1, consists of four entities, namely the 

data owner (DO), data user (DU), cloud service provider (CSP) And a third party auditor (TPA). Data holders are entities who store their 

data in the cloud. Data Access Users Works on that data saved in the CSP. But, it works on  incorrect data leads to the wrong result and 

create chaos that requires checking the integrity of remotely stored data. Therefore, the system consists of a third party checker (TPA) to 

check the integrity of external data.  

 

 
                       

 
  

  

                                                                                                        Fig 1 : Cloud data Storage Architecture for Public Auditing  

 

Initially, the DO key secret is shared with the TPA through Secure channel using any standard technology such as SSL / TLS. Each block 

of data outsourcing (MEI) is tagged with the signature (i) is calculated using the DO's private key. in a In the review phase, TPA sends a 

challenge to CSP and CSP Restores response to proof of data acquisition. Therefore    general review schemes are a type of challenge 

response protocol. The CSP is assumed to be semi-reliable. The protocol is implemented without actively polluting data integrity. At the 

same time may lie about the data being incorrect to save reputation. Moreover, we consider that neither DU nor III The party checker 

colluded with the CSP for integrity fraud check. 
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3.2  DESIGN GOALS: Following design goals are desired to enable remote data auditing in above system model. 

i. Ensure for storage health: CSP can pass Review phase only if you have external data Intact (as loaded by DO). 

ii. Ensure privacy is maintained: TPA fails to infer mi data from the response (s) provided by the CSP. 

iii. Check without restrictions: The auditor can be able to verify the integrity of all the blocks required simultaneously by  check the 

block (linear combination of all those daughters). This is to reduce bandwidth consumption. 

iv. General Auditing: Any third party other than DU must be able to verify integrity correctly of the data stored in the CSP without 

loading Full external data 

v. Data dynamics: The scheme should facilitate Data owners to perform the insert, modify and delete Operations on a certain block of 

data, without Change the metadata of other blocks. 

vi. Ensuring unfairness: Must be computational Not useful for CSP to form a response in Review phase. 

vii. Batch audit: TPA must be sufficient To handle the multiple verification number Requests from different DUs at one time. This 

feature provides both TPA account costs as well As well as bandwidth consumption between CSP and TPA. 

 

                                                                                                       

 4.  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

 In this paper, we mentioned a safe and effective privacy to maintain the SEPDP for cloud storage. It operates in three stages, namely, 

generation of keys, generation of signatures and review stages. We are expanding SEPDP to support multiple data owners, batch checking 

and dynamic data operations. Probabilistic analysis to detect the integrity of blocks stored in the CSP. We evaluated the performance of the 

proposed scheme and compared it with some existing grassroots mechanisms. Note that the total time for verification by TPA in the 

proposed scheme is lower than in the current plans. This shows that SEPDP is effective and suitable for performing verification in low power 

devices. 

In this section, we offer the Secure and Cost-Effective Data Acquisition Plan (SEPDP). SEPDP achieves all design objectives discussed in 

the previous section. The SEPDP project consists of three phases: the main generation phase, the signature generation stage, and the review 

phase. 

  

i. Key Generation Phase: Key generation is the process of generating encryption keys. ... Public key is available to anyone (often 

through a digital certificate). The sender will encrypt the data using the public key; only the private key holder can decrypt this 

data. 

ii. Signature Generation Phase: In the traditional signature scheme, the signature σ is issued on message m under the general key of 

the PK key, which can be interpreted as follows: "The owner of the public key PK and its corresponding secret key signed the 

message m." ... We refer to such schemes as signatures of knowledge. 

iii. The audit planning phase includes procedures such as gaining customer understanding and work, conducting risk and objectivity 

assessments, and defining the audit strategy. ... An audit refers to means of gathering evidence. 

 

4.1  CORRECTNESS: In this Phase Correctness is verified using some of the algorithms and equations. It checks the integrity of  data . 

4.2  BLOCK LESS VERIFICATION: The unblocked check states that if the CSP has n blocks the corresponding signatures, then TPA can 

be verified integrity of all n blocks by random verification a combination of these. 

4.3 MODULE DESCRIPTIONS 

Data Owner: Data owners are the entities who store their data in the cloud. DO share a secret key with TPA through a secure channel using 

any standard technique like SSL/TLS. Every block of the outsourced data is tagged with a signature computed using the private key of DO. 

We extend SEPDP to support multiple data owners. In Multiple data owner model in which each data owner has its own public key and 

private key. Each DO signs their corresponding data and stores both data and signatures in the CSP. 

Data User: Data users access and operate on those data kept at CSP. But, operating on the incorrect data leads to faulty result and create 

chaos which necessitate the integrity verification of remotely stored data. Data Users verification requests can be verified by the TPA. 

Cloud Service Provider: CSP is assumed to be semi-trusted. It executes the protocol without polluting data integrity actively. At the same 

time, it may lie about the incorrectness of the data to save its reputation. Further, we consider that neither DU nor third party auditor is 

colluded with CSP to falsify the integrity check. CSP can pass the audit phase only if it possesses the outsourced data intact (same as 

uploaded by DO). 

Third Party Auditor: In the auditing phase, TPA sends a challenge to CSP and CSP returns a response to proof possession of the data. 

Thus, the public auditing schemes are a kind of challenge-response protocol. TPA should be capable enough to deal with the multiple 

numbers of verification requests from different DUs simultaneously. This feature saves both the computation cost of TPA as well as 

bandwidth consumption between CSP and TPA. 

 

5.  EXTENSION FOR MULTIPLE DATA OWNERS 

 

Here, we are expanding SEPDP to support multiple data owners. This form is described in Figure 3 in all data the owner has his own public 

key and his own key. Each you sign the corresponding data and store all the data and signatures in the CSP. TPA uses a challenging response 

a mechanism to verify the integrity of the data stored in the CSP. Operation of the scheme is depicted in below figure 2. and we referred this 

figure from base paper 
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                                 Fig 2 : Cloud data storage architecture for multiple DOs extension 

 

5.1 EXTENSION FOR BATCH AUDITING:  Sometimes requests from many data users arise for integrity verification within a short 

period of time. Check these out TPA requests one by one will not be a wise decision. 1) data storage (mj, i) Store Signature (j, i) (6) Retrieval 

(mj, i) (2) Check (mj, i) Data users of data owners (3) challenge (4) response cloud services 

Provider Third Party Checker (5) Verification Success figure 5. Cloud Data storage architecture to extend the batch audit. Batch checking is 

the process in which multiple TPAs are verified Audit requests submitted by several deposit units (in the installment) While providing 

account time. 

 

  
                           Fig. 3. Extension for Batch auditing 

 

5.2 EXTENSION FOR DYNAMIC DATA OPERATION: Data owners not only access data but also dynamically Update (Edit / Insert / 

Delete). In traditional integrity  for verification mechanisms, the data blocks are set with the index number. During the dynamic update of a 

single block, the metadata verification for unmodified blocks is also Updated because the data block is set with an index The number has 

been changed. Therefore, effective mechanism for the public an audit schema is required with dynamic data operations. Along with this, the 

system should be safe against forging verification of metadata. In this section, SEPDP is extended support for dynamic data operations. 

 

 

 6.  SECURITY ANALYSIS 

 

In this SEPDP is analyzed against incompetence and privacy to prove its security. Also, a probabilistic analysis of misconduct is provided to 

detect the CSP. 

 

6.1 UNFORGEABILITY: The CSP can attempt to break SEPDP in two alternative ways: (1) generates a counterfeit signature 

corresponding to the block the file then forms the correct revision Response. (2) Generates a response message for audit rigging 

Corresponding (i, vi) without the existence of appropriate data, which Pass the verification test in TPA. However, after two theories prove 

that it is not computationally executable CSP to succeed in either of these two ways. Similarly, one can prove that the DO extension is 

multiple,extended push auditing and data extension dynamics the SEPDP also meet a non-executable property. 
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6.2 PRIVACY PRESERVING: We make sure that TPA is not able to find DO data information exchanged during the review phase to 

maintain data privacy. Similarly, one can prove that the DO extension is multiple, extended push auditing and data extension dynamics the 

SEPDP will also meet the privacy of property preservation. 

 

6.3 PROBABILITY OF MISBEHAVIOUR  DETECTION: In the review phase of SEPDP, random sampling method adopted to detect 

CSP misconduct, which reduces workload on TPA. Random sampling technique the M file divides into an n number of blocks. Allowed 

TPA randomly sets c (c <n) for the number of blocks the challenge. Suppose that the CSP modifies x blocks outside n external blocks by DO 

and ratio of modified blocks referred to as p1. Assume that P is at least a probability one block selected by TPA of N blocks that match with 

one of the modified blocks by the CSP. 

 

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

In this paper, the privacy of the Safeguard Data Acquisition Plan (SEPDP) is provided for an unreliable storage system and sources from 

outside. Furthermore, SEPDP is extended to support dynamic data update by many owners and batch audit. The schema security was 

analyzed and showed that the SEPDP protects data privacy from TPA while it is not possible for the CSP to configure the response without 

storing the appropriate blocks. The most attractive feature of the proposed chart is to support all important features including unrestricted 

verification, privacy preservation, batch checking and data dynamics with less expense 
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